December 14, 2018

Sara Simmonds,
Thank you for allowing us the opportunity of meeting with you, touring your facility, and
reviewing the data, policies and procedures of Kent County Animal Shelter (KCAS) in October
2018. It was a pleasure to speak with you and learn of your interest in improving animal
welfare for those in your community. We have mutual interest in seeing your organization
succeed by improving its current operations and animal outcomes.
The purpose of this review and assessment is to guide KCAS towards best practices in animal
sheltering and increasing the live release rate for animals in its care. In a collaborative effort,
Best Friends Animal Society and Michigan Pet Fund Alliance have made several
recommendations to improve organizational policy and life-saving measures. To this end,
priority has been given to animal diversion, live release outlets, behavior evaluation and
enrichment, euthanasia, and facility and organizational management.
While KCAS has improved their live release rate from 53% to 61% between 2016 and 2017, the
organization remains far below the current live release rate of 88% for all Michigan shelters.
Implementation of the recommendations made within this document will launch KCAS towards
increased live release rates and improved animal welfare within the community. With
concerted effort, we strongly believe KCAS could reach no-kill status in 2019.
Your feedback and questions are anticipated and welcomed. There are generally more
solutions than one in animal sheltering. Implementing best shelter practices for the purpose of
saving lives is our mutual goal. Together we can make that happen!
Sincerely,
Jeffrey J Fortna, DVM, MS and
the Best Friends Animal Society and Michigan Pet Fund Alliance Review Team
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Kent County Animal Shelter Review and Recommendations
Executive Summary
Best Friend Animal Society and Michigan Pet Fund Alliance provides customized reviews and
support for animal services departments and the communities they serve for the purpose of
reducing the deaths of healthy, treatable pets as well as ensuring safe communities for both
pets and people. Pro bono or at cost consultative services are offered by professionals that
have experience in non-profit and municipal animal services. Reviews include animal sheltering,
animal control and veterinarian/medical services for a comprehensive understanding for
recommended improvements aligned with best practices in animal services.
Recommendations are based upon proven and successful policies and programs, as well as
studies, research and fact-based practices. Ongoing support is also provided to ensure new
programs and practices are sustainable and successful. Both organizations use a collaborative
approach for each animal service relationship. As a rule, we avoid a “one size fits all” approach
because, just like each individual pet, each animal services department and its community has
its own individual history and needs.
The immediate thoughtful implementation of some basic best practice changes at Kent County
Animal Control can realize increased lifesaving quickly and can achieve strategic long-term
results that creates community trust and connectivity. Kent County has the resources to make
these changes and almost all of the changes are related to policies, procedures and culture. We
recommend that leadership takes action and focuses on the following:










Unlock the doors and allow the public to view all dogs unless quarantined for the
purpose of finding lost pets and adoptions.
Schedule behavioral training and canine handling for staff and volunteers as soon as
possible for developing skill sets and protocols for moving dogs through the shelter to
rescue or the adoption floor.
Create a collaborative euthanasia decision protocol.
Transition the adoption process to remove barriers and evolve the intake process to a
pet resource center where intake is one of several options.
Keep animal identification cards updated with important pertinent information
Implement routine enrichment plans for all pets.
Expands hours to weekends and when the general public is available to visit the shelter.
Create a foster program as soon as possible.

The Michigan Pet Fund Alliance and Best Friends Animal Society are available to assist in the
implementation, training and follow up on all aspects of this assessment.
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Introduction
Best Friend Animal Society and Michigan Pet Fund Alliance provides customized reviews and
support for animal services departments and the communities they serve for the purpose of
reducing the deaths of healthy, treatable pets as well as ensuring safe communities for both
pets and people. Pro bono or at cost consultative services are offered by professionals that
have experience in non-profit and municipal animal services. Reviews include animal sheltering,
animal control and veterinarian/medical services for a comprehensive understanding for
recommended improvements aligned with best practices in animal services.
Recommendations are based upon proven and successful policies and programs, as well as
studies, research and fact-based practices. Ongoing support is also provided to ensure new
programs and practices are sustainable and successful. Both organizations use a collaborative
approach for each animal service relationship. As a rule, we avoid a “one size fits all” approach
because, just like each individual pet, each animal services department and its community has
its own individual history and needs.
This document outlines recommended changes to Kent County’s animal sheltering programs,
practices and policies. Priorities are provided listing the changes in phases along with
reasonable timelines or schedule for implementation. We believe that changes recommended
can be accomplished within one year and we stand ready to continue working with Kent County
on the implementation of these recommendations.

General Overview
Operating under the auspices of the Kent County Health Department, the Kent County Animal
Shelter (KCAS) is the central animal services agency for the county, providing both animal care
and control services. Although KCAS has a history of collaboration with several nonprofit animal
service agencies including the Humane Society of West Michigan and various rescue
organization, KCAS is the sole municipal facility. While the shelter’s jurisdiction includes an area
of 880 square-miles and a population of 648,000 people, most animal control functions occur in
one-quarter of the total area, according to staff.
With total intake of 3,639 pets in 2017, the shelter realized a 61% live release rate, a slight
increase of 8% from 2016. State-wide average live release rates have been on a consistent yearover year uptick, and currently stand at 88%. The shelter houses pets in a newer-constructed
facility built in 2009 and has an operating budget of $2.3 million funded from a combination of
services and fees and the Kent County general fund. The shelter’s ample footprint allows for
modern progressive animal sheltering practices and programs to reduce euthanasia, promote
adoption, which has the potential to allow KCAS to be a model Midwest shelter.
Our team found current management and staff to be both receptive to change and had the
desire to improve outcomes for pets in their care. However, the willingness for change was
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often overshadowed by the perceived magnitude of required deliverables to restructure the
shelter and achieve a higher live release rate. For that reason, we are proposing the following
action plan divided out into three phases. Most of the recommended items involve small policy
shifts versus new, large programs, and several items can be accomplished simultaneously.
 Phase 1: Immediate Needs to Reduce Pet Euthanasia
Timeline: Begin immediately, complete implementation 3 months (allowing for internal
process) from hiring of new shelter supervisor.
 Unlock the doors and allow the public to view all dogs (unless quarantined) for the
purpose of finding lost pets and adoptions.
 Complete the three full-day hands-on, on-site training for staff and volunteers providing
the opportunity for participants to be certified as Humane Shelter Canine Handler.
 Initiate intake diversion policies to include managed admissions; relinquishments via
appointment; ACO in-field collaboration; changes to the intake process; and expand the
already existing SNR/TNR program.
 Revise/restructure the adoption program and policies to reduce barriers and work
toward introducing events and promotions; increase the number of rescue groups and
coalition partners.
 Streamline the decision-making process as it relates to euthanasia by developing a
consistent and transparent policy, and by introducing an industry standard animal
behavioral evaluation program.
 Develop a written thorough and rigorous healthy-kennels sanitation protocol by
creating standard operating procedures for all staff and volunteers; reevaluate cleaning
products currently used in the facility; allocate additional space for pets and reconfigure
where pets are housed based on their availability status.
 Phase 2: Creating Lifesaving Programs
Timeline: 3-6 months to complete
 The existing volunteer program is not currently accepting new volunteers. Redevelop
and instate a robust volunteer program that allows for shelter-wide volunteer
participation (same standards for volunteers as staff).
 Develop foster programs for at-risk populations of pets (sick, older, hospice, behavior
changes in the shelter, long stay pets).
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 Enhance the medical department by developing criteria to identify ‘treatable and
rehabilitative pets’ and allocate additional funding for support staff and program
supplies.
 Phase 3: Community Engagement and Organizational Culture Shift
Timeline: 6 months to complete
 Become proactive in engaging with the community by creating more accommodating
operating hours; creating a welcoming environment; reviewing fees so they are less
punitive and encourage adoption or keeping pets in their homes.
 Update standard operating procedures for all facility procedures and departments and
create a robust employee training and development program.

Phase 1
INTAKE DIVERSION
Reducing the number of animals that enter your facility should positively impact the health and
welfare of the animals in your community and the shelter environment. There are several
measures that should be taken to encourage animal diversion.
Managed Admissions: A managed admission process is a process employed to accept animals
into your facility by appointment when resources permit an opportunity for animals to thrive in
your care. Implementing such an admission process will benefit the organization by optimizing
animal health and personnel well-being. Financial resources, properly trained staff, physical
shelter space, and physical and behavioral health and welfare of the animals must be carefully
considered. Your capacity for appropriate animal care has a direct impact on the outcome of
animals that enter your shelter. Information on the topic can be viewed on the following
websites:
http://blog.millioncatchallenge.org/the-what-and-why-of-managed-admission-for-animalshelters/
https://www.maddiesfund.org/managed-admission-learning-track.htm.
Intake Process: At the time of intake, an interview, in addition to your questionnaire, should
take place. It is easy for an individual to skip questions when filling out a questionnaire
independently. However, coupling that questionnaire with an interview may significantly
improve the quantity and quality of information gleaned. Many topics of interest in a
questionnaire and interview include medical and behavioral information, feeding and
elimination behaviors, animal and people preferences, etc. All knowledge gained from this
process will better equip your organization to care for the presented animal. An intake
questionnaire is included with this document for your review.
Owner-Relinquish Appointments: Scheduling appointments for an animal relinquishment
serves many benefits. It allows the organization to plan and prepare for the intake process. It
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ensures that appropriate time and attention is given to the owner and the animal at the time of
relinquishment to best serve everyone involved. If an owner is relinquishing an animal for lack
of resources (financial, medical, behavioral, etc.), there may be opportunity to divert that
animal away from the shelter by providing alternate solutions. Consider vaccination clinics,
spay-neuter clinics, food banks, or behavioral consultations as a means of mitigating owner
surrenders. Appointments also encourage owners to be responsible—minimizing impulsive
behavior and seeking alternate solutions on their own accord. A family member, friend, or
neighbor may very well be willing to adopt the surrendered animal and keep the animal from
entering the shelter. Additionally, owner-requested euthanasia of an animal can be carefully
explored through an interview process. If the animal does not warrant euthanasia, other
outcomes for that animal should be discussed and provided.
SNR (Spay-Neuter-Return)/TNR (Trap-Neuter-Return) Program Expansion: A sterilization
program has previously been established at your organization for community and feral cats.
Details of the program were not well outlined. Designing and creating a written targeted
program for these animals would enhance organizational objectives. One or two sterilization
days each month targeting this population of animals will foster positive relations in the
community, provide options for constituents with community and feral cats, and reduce shelter
burden.
Animal Control Collaboration: The animal shelter and the animal control facility are two
departments of the same organization. As such, there should be a team approach to life saving
measures. If an opportunity exists to minimize animal entry into the shelter, then it should be
pursued. Specific areas where this can be implemented from the animal control department
are returning animals while in the field and at-home bite quarantines. Animal control officers
should be empowered, encouraged and equipped to return animals while in the field. For
instance, a healthy stray animal with identification should be returned in the field. If a healthy
stray animal without identification is located, the animal control officer should attempt to
reunite that animal to its home by knocking on three doors in the immediate vicinity. If no
owner is found, a door tag should be left notifying the resident that a stray animal has been
picked up. An example of such door tag is attached to this document. The further a lost pet is
moved from their community the less likely it is that their owners will find the pet. Particularly
if language, transportation or trust of the government is an issue for the owners. Pets should
never be impounded or relinquished in lieu of a citation. Additionally, a judicious approach to
at-home quarantine for non-malicious animal bites should be considered. Policies, procedures
and protocols would need to be carefully outlined for optimal implementation of these
recommendations.
LIVE RELEASE OUTLETS
In addition to diverting animals away from the shelter altogether, increasing the release of
animals from the facility should be a priority. Fast tracking a pet through the shelter system
saves the county money and decreases the chance of the pet becoming ill while housed at the
shelter or behaviorally devolving. Several avenues exist to accomplish this goal.
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Adoption Policies and Procedures: There appears to be a cumbersome and self-limiting
adoption process implemented at the organization. A thoughtful and fluid approach to
adoptions would increase live release rates and lessen the shelter’s physical and financial
resources. Universal and restrictive adoption policies are antiquated practices. Performing
background checks, landlord checks, veterinary checks, etc., are unnecessary procedures, time
consuming tasks for personnel, and off putting for prospective adopters. An adopter should be
able to observe stray and adoptable animals, interact with an adoptable animal of interest, and
proceed with the adoption process. Presenting identification and filling out an application prior
to animal interaction is a deterrent for your constituents. A resource that will prove helpful to
your organization regarding this topic is the Adopters Welcome manual by the Humane Society
of the United States. A model adoption policy is also attached.
https://www.animalsheltering.org/page/adopters-welcome-manual
A dynamic approach to open adoptions should be implemented. This can be accomplished
through adoption questionnaires and interviews that are reviewed and managed by a trained
adoption counsellor. An adoption counsellor should be able to facilitate optimal coupling of a
prospective adopter and adoptable animal. Matching the characteristics and needs of the
adoptable animal with the wishes and lifestyle of the adopter will encourage successful
adoptions and minimize returns to the shelter.
Transfer Programs: Enhance and seek further partnerships with other organizations (nonprofit
rescues, humane organizations, and breed-specific groups) in which transfer programs can be
established. Such partnerships should be mutually beneficial. It may be that your organization
does not have the resources to handle a jumpy-mouthy dog but managing a dog with anxiety is
within your means. Whether an age-related, breed-related, medical or behavioral condition
exists with an animal, it is necessary for your organization to seek transfer partners that will
enhance successful adoptions of these types for both organizations. Resources for such
transfer programs and networking include: a model SOP from MPFA (attached), MPFA ListServ,
ASPCAPro, Maddie’s Pet Forum and Best Friends Digital Community.
Animal Showcase: Animals would benefit from an updated presentation to the public.
Optimizing adoptability with updated cage card information is one approach. Rather than a
standardized box-checking system, use photos, icons, signalment, descriptive personality traits,
and known animal interests on the cage card. Highlighting the special needs (physical or
behavioral) of animals might attract adopters, rescues and fosters. This underscores your
attention to specific animal needs and preference for ideal animal placement. One never
knows what resources a prospective adopter might have to invest in a companion animal.
Showcasing animals on county or community wide websites (e.g., Petfinder, Adopt A Pet) will
also increase awareness of adoptable animals.
Lost Pet Reunification: Kent County recently instituted the best practice of posting found
animals on a Facebook Kent County Lost and Found pet’s page. Posts on this site contain a
photo of the animal and limited information. It should be required that photos posted to the
Lost and Found list provide the information below. Further, individuals or organizations
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performing stray hold on behalf of Kent County Animal Shelter should also list on that post the
last day of the stray hold.
**FOUND** or **LOST** Please share and help locate the missing family!
County:
City:
Location Details: Intersection
Date:
Gender:
Estimated Breed(s):
Coloring:
Physical Features:
Estimated Age:
Estimated Weight:
Collar/Microchip/Other:
Contact:
Additional Information:
Guardian must provide proof.
A lost and found book is retained at the shelter. A standardized template should be provided to
owners of lost animals to ensure the necessary information needed to reunite the animal is
included. Owners who contact the shelter looking for their lost pet should be encouraged to
use such a template. This template should be placed on the shelter website for easy customer
access. The completed template can be e-mailed to the shelter, printed, and included in the
book. A great daily task for an ambitious volunteer would be to have them take the lost and
found book through the kennels seeking potential matches.
A resource in which owners of lost pets may be referred is the Missing Animal Response
Network. This site contains information on what to do if your pet is lost. It also provides
helpful information on lost dog and cat behavior. Understanding such behavior may help in the
safe reunification of owners and their lost pets.
https://www.missinganimalresponse.com/lost-dog-behavior/
https://www.missinganimalresponse.com/lost-cat-behavior/
EUTHANASIA
The topic of euthanasia in animal sheltering facilities is one of difficulty for most people in the
animal welfare industry and local community. However, it is a necessary topic that requires
careful consideration to ensure appropriate development of policies and procedures. The
entire euthanasia process should be articulated in writing so that misunderstanding or
misinterpretation of the process is minimized. Personnel should be fully aware of these policies
and procedures.
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The decision to euthanize should be one of collaboration. It should not be the sole
responsibility of any individual to decide the euthanasia of an animal. A team meeting once or
twice a week will accomplish this task and ensure adequate life saving measures are being
implemented and followed. A team approach to life ending decisions will ensure optimal
outcomes, demonstrate to staff a unified commitment to human and animal well-being, and
foster positive relations between the shelter and the community.
A decision-making algorithm should be created and implemented to evaluate the need for
euthanasia and to exhaust all options for an animal prior to a terminal action. Algorithms
should be utilized for both medical and behavioral euthanasia cases. The use of Asilomar
Accords, quality of life scales and pain assessments are objective measures by which decisions
can be made and supported. Examples of such assessments are attached to this document.
BEHAVIOR EVALUATION AND ENRICHMENT
Animal behavior is a major component of animal health, and it is often a reason for
relinquishment and euthanasia. It is for this reason that special consideration of this topic is
warranted. Behavioral evaluation in animal sheltering is a continuum of information collection.
There is no one test or one method to evaluate an animal’s behavioral health. It is a series of
information snapshots that are pieced together to provide the most comprehensive picture of
an animal’s behavior. Intake interviews and questionnaires, behavior evaluations, response to
training and behavioral enrichment, medical exams and personnel and volunteer interactions
with animals all provide insight to complete the behavioral profile of an animal.
Behavior assessment of shelter animals is a critical component of behavioral evaluation.
Behavior assessments are performed to gain insight into the behaviors and characteristics of
animals under prescribed circumstances and events. There are various assessments and tools
that can be utilized to evaluate animal behavior, and all such evaluated behavior should be well
documented (or video-recorded) in the animal medical record. Behavior assessments are
typically performed on animals beyond three days of entry into the shelter in order for the
animal to acclimate to their new surroundings. It is important to note that behavior evaluations
are not a predictor of future behavior, nor are they a pass/fail test for adoption but they do
provide information that is critical for successful animal outcomes. Additionally, behavior
assessments should not be used as the sole criteria for deciding on euthanasia for behavioral
purposes.
Professional training of personnel and volunteers is necessary to accurately interpret animal
behavior. A comprehensive review of animal body language, behavior assessments, and animal
responses are necessary to accurately assess the behavioral profile for animals in your care.
Benefits of such training include staff, volunteer, and animal safety, accurate interpretation of
animal behavior, and optimal behavioral outcomes for animals. It is recommended that the
staff and volunteers participate in a three-full day Michigan Pet Fund Alliance hands-on, on-site
training. The program is partially underwritten by grant support. Three full days of training can
result in participant certification as a Humane Shelter Canine Handler.
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A behavioral care team should be appointed to ensure that behavioral questionnaires,
interviews, assessments and interactions with staff, volunteers, and prospective adopters are
accurately executed and documented thoroughly. The behavioral care team should be specially
trained on the topic and be able to provide in-house counsel when challenging behavioral cases
are presented.
The shelter environment can be extremely stressful for animals. The new sights, sounds, smells
and surroundings can be overwhelming to some animals. While each animal may react
differently to this environment, the stress induced may lead to physical illness or undesirable
and detrimental behaviors. Development of a strategically organized daily enrichment program
for dogs and cats will help mitigate this stressful experience and augment behavioral health. It
is necessary for animals to be free from fear and distress and maintain the ability to express
normal specie behaviors. In kennel and out of kennel enrichment options, office foster and
out-of-shelter foster programs, and animal training programs would improve the behavioral
health of the animals in your care. An interested staff member and a robust volunteer program
can implement an enrichment program with concerted effort. Such programs can be simple,
free and immensely effective. Program ideas and opportunities are many, and a generalized
enrichment program is attached to this document. Multisensory Enrichment is one of the
training modules offered by the Michigan Pet Fund Alliance. Additional resources and
recommendations are as follows:
 Enrichment for shelter cats o Do-it-yourself enrichment ideas o Enrichment for
shelter dogs o Dog enrichment o Kennel enrichment o Hiding places for cats o
Enrichment ideas for cats o Cat enrichment
Enrichment on a Dime (webinar)
 Consider applying for the Jackson Galaxy Cat Pawsitive program to implement a
full enrichment program for cats.
 Peruse the website of Safe Humane Chicago for enrichment program ideas.
https://www.safehumanechicago.org.
FACILITIES
Sanitation: Sanitation is a process of physical cleaning and disinfection. Physical cleaning
requires the physical removal of organic matter (feces, urine, drool, etc.). Disinfection is a
process that kills most organisms in the environment. The sanitation product used in your
facility is from a class of compounds called quaternary ammonium, or “quats.” In spite of the
product’s label, independent research on the use of quats for non-enveloped viruses (e.g.,
canine parvovirus and feline panleukopenia virus) have not verified these claims. The facility
may be at risk of exposure to these viruses irrespective of using these products according to the
label. Special attention should be made to ensure that appropriate dilution of your preferred
disinfectant and appropriate contact time of the product is enforced.
Upon completion of the product in use at your facility, the exclusive use of accelerated
hydrogen peroxide is recommended. Accelerated hydrogen peroxide is a state-of-the-art
disinfectant that has gained popularity in the shelter community. Its broad-spectrum activity
against common shelter pathogens makes it a desirable product, and it can be used in dog and
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cat areas of the shelter. Please refer to the attached shelter disinfectant poster for comparative
information on disinfectants.
The fundamental principles of sanitation are shared in this document. The following three steps
should be applied to all items in the shelter—kennels, gates, doors, floors, walls, hallways,
fixtures, food and water bowls, toys, litter boxes, litter scoops, leashes, bedding and communal
areas. Deviation from these specific steps will subject the population to potential illness.
1) Remove all items, stool, urine, secretions, etc., and rinse with water;
2) Scrub all surfaces with a detergent and rinse with water;
3) Scrub with disinfectant (allow appropriate contact time per product label), rinse with water,
squeegee, and air dry.
Animals must be removed from their kennel for the sanitation process, and they may return
once the area is dry. Double compartment housing (that you currently have) will allow animals
to be on one side of the kennel while the opposite is being sanitized. While spot cleaning is
acceptable practice, appropriate daily husbandry is necessary for sanitary conditions. Complete
disinfection of a particular cage or kennel is necessary between animals.
Daily sanitation within the shelter should follow a fairly strict order to minimize spread of
disease to those that are most vulnerable. The order is as follows:
1) Puppies and kittens, along with their nursing moms;
2) Healthy adult animals;
3) Unhealthy animals (quarantine spaces, isolation spaces).
Disinfection equipment must also be considered. The use of scrub brushes and squeegees
should be used in lieu of mops and mop buckets. Sanitation equipment should be specific to
each area of the shelter. Color-coding equipment with colored tape is an easy way to facilitate
this. The use of personal protective equipment (disposable boots, gowns, gloves, etc.) is
warranted and should be changed between disinfection of each space in the shelter.
Videos and print material on sanitation procedures can be accessed at the following website:
https://www.aspcapro.org/animal-health/cleaning-sanitation.
Sanitation procedures for your organization were reviewed. While attention was given to cages
and kennels, the hallways, aisles, walls, fixtures, and common spaces were omitted. Protocols
for these procedures should be updated. The protocol should specify who will perform the
sanitation, what items will be sanitized, how the sanitation will be performed, and which
products and materials will be used in the process. Personnel must have appropriate training
on sanitation procedures and subsequently demonstrate the ability to accurately perform the
task.
MANAGEMENT
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Welcoming Environment: Best Practices for animal shelters have transformed from pounds to
safe havens for lost and homeless animals. Transformations include both physical and
operational changes to produce a welcoming environment to the public. Three out of five
Americans (or 62%) are pet owners, and nearly all pet owners (95%) consider their pets to be
members of the family.i Consequently, there is an expectation from these animal owners that
tax funded animal services house and treat their lost family members in a caring environment.
Best Practices also considers how the physical conditions contribute to the “marketing” of
homeless animals to prospective owners. Many shelters have transitioned away from
traditional barred kennels to small, individual rooms for animal housing. Efforts have been
made to minimize the “doggie jail” perception since the vast majority of animals housed are not
dangerous. They are simply homeless or lost and separated from their families.
The Kent County Animal Shelter is a newer facility originally designed to have a welcoming
entry and halls, decorated with handsome photography of animals. However, changes have
been made or policies have been instituted that discourage a welcoming and inviting
environment. Kennels are barred, protective glass has been installed at the reception desk,
“staff only” signage posted, locked doors and restricted access to areas of adoption and stray
animal housing, and personnel escort requirements have been observed. These measures are
counter-productive to a welcoming environment, reunification of owners and their pets, and
the adoption of animals.
Shelters are relatively safe environments for properly trained staff and the publicii. Most
concerns center around zoonosis which is the term used to describe diseases that can be
passed from animals to humans and vice versa. Proper cleaning and staff training greatly
diminishes any of these concerns.
Although it is recommended that either staff or volunteers greet shelter visitors when they
arrive, having someone immediately available may not always be possible. Signage via dog
footprint appliques applied to the floor or walls can direct the public to both adoption areas
and stray hold. Unless fire code dictates otherwise, doors should be open to provide the public
unrestricted access to adoption and stray hold wards. A welcoming environment and
experience increase the likelihood of adoption and return to owners. Shelters that encourage
visitors to view animals on stray hold often use a call list to notify those visitors when a stray
animal of interest becomes available for adoption. Having a prospective adopter “on the
ready” permits a quick adoption, decreases an animal’s length of stay, and reduces shelter
expenses.
Push back to open access by the public to shelter animals may include instances of stolen
animals or irate owners redeeming their lost animal. A stolen animal is not unheard of, but it is
a rare occurrence. Measures to increase an adopter’s experience outweigh the potential of a
stolen animal. It may also be noted that owners may become emotional while redeeming their
animal. Their perception of unreasonable fees, secured doors, or security glass may amplify
their behavioral response. It would not be unusual for a pet owner to be emotional if denied
return of their family member. Policies need to be examined if this is a common occurrence.
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Phase 2
LIVE RELEASE OUTLETS
Fostering Options: A robust foster program will keep animals out of the shelter. Such a
program provides socialization and basic training opportunities for the animal in addition to
keeping them healthy. When a Good Samaritan presents an animal to the shelter, they should
be given the opportunity to foster the animal until space allows. An alternate solution would
be foster-to-adoption should they wish to keep the animal. Further, fostering animals that are
too young to sterilize, special needs animals with health or behavioral concerns, or geriatric
animals would augment animal health and increase live release rates.
Off-Site Adoptions: There are opportunities in the community to participate in off-site
adoption events. Bringing the animals into the community will increase adoptions as well as
public relations. Establish partnerships with pet stores, veterinary clinics, private businesses or
organized community events who will work with you on such endeavors.
FACILITIES
Space Allocation: Separation of animals within the shelter is of paramount consideration.
Animals are to be separated by species, healthy animals are to be separated from ill animals,
moms and their offspring should be separated from the general population. Your expansive
facility permits such separation, and thoughtful designation of your space should be a priority.
The three dog wards used for stray intake should be further subdivided. It would be ideal to
have one ward specifically designated for bite quarantine and the other two wards for intake.
In certain circumstances where ill (infectious disease) dogs must be housed on site, one of
these two dog wards should be utilized for isolation purposes. In that scenario, new animal
intake will not be permitted in that ward.
Dog adoption wards could be subdivided into adoptable dogs, dogs with special needs (medical
or behavioral), and mothers and puppies (when necessary). When entire dog wards cannot be
fully dedicated to a specific group of dogs, physical barriers or empty kennel space may be used
to functionally separate these groups of animals.
Stray cats are maintained in one room with individually small kennel spaces. These kennel
spaces are inadequate in size and contribute to poor welfare and physical illness. Best practice
recommendations for individual feline kennel spaces include a minimum of eleven square feet
of floor space, a minimum height of 24 inches, and a resting perch for each cat. Such space
permits the addition of necessary items for enrichment and welfare (bedding, scratching items,
bowls, litterbox, etc.). By adding portholes to the existing feline kennels, your organization
would be able to attain this best practice.
As an aside, providing this allotted space to each stray cat will certainly reduce the number of
kennels available for feline intake. It would be prudent to create organizational policy on the
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admission of stray cats. It should be noted that stray cats have a much greater chance of being
reunited with their owner if they are left where they are found. Very few cats are reunited with
their owner if admitted to a shelter. Deciding which stray cats will be admitted, when they will
be admitted, and why they will be admitted should be outlined in this policy. This would be
congruent with a managed admission philosophy.
Adoptable cats are placed in one room for communal living. This is an acceptable practice since
the group size, age, reproductive status, health (viral status, illness), and animal temperament
are taken into consideration. Ample space is present in this room as well as enrichment and
welfare items to accommodate those cats.
There are two other smaller feline rooms observed during the site visit that could be
repurposed. It would be wise to designate one room for kittens and one for isolation of ill
animals. Kittens should not be group housed, though they may be housed with their own
littermates. The use of “cat condos” or kennels with portholes and elevated spaces for each
animal would be suitable. Isolation of ill animals is also necessary, and group housing of the
sick is not encouraged. Kennels with portholes and elevated spaces would also be warranted
for ill animals.
Since our visit, you have repurposed the small dog kennel space to isolate sick cats and shifted
pocket pets and small mammals (e.g., rabbits, hamsters, etc.) to one of the smaller (previous)
cat rooms. The sick cats are all housed separately, and kittens are no longer group housed.
VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
Creating a lifesaving animal services program cannot be done by KCAS alone. Strong
community support through redeveloping and instating a robust volunteer program is
necessary to stop the unnecessary euthanasia of homeless pets and ensure that Kent County is
a safe place for pets and people. Volunteers are essential to the daily operations of an animal
shelter but currently, KCAS has placed their volunteer program on hold and they are not
accepting new applications. A well-trained volunteer group can assist in daily kennel care,
counsel adopters, provide socialization and pet enrichment, increase animals returned to
owner and aid as foster parents to at-risk populations. Additionally, volunteers serve as public
ambassadors to the shelter, promoting the mission, goals and values of the organization
throughout the local community. KCAS has the option of managing their volunteer program inhouse or establishing a public-private partnership with a nonprofit “Friends Of” group. A
nonprofit organization would work in collaboration with KCAS to on-board, train, and manage
volunteers and also provide a fundraising arm for any new lifesaving programs that KCAS may
wish to pursue. Should KCAS decide to manage their volunteer program internally, it is
recommended that they utilize Volgistics or another volunteer management program to onboard, schedule, track, and reward volunteers. Upgraded volunteer management software
allows for potential volunteers to sign up for orientations, complete online applications, and
schedule themselves for training which creates further efficiencies for staff.

Phase 3
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MANAGEMENT
Public Hours: Most government functions operate during normal business hours Monday –
Friday. The shelter is currently open Monday – Friday with public hours from 9:30 a.m. – 1:00
and 2:00 – 6:30 p.m. If people are unavailable when the shelter is open, they are unable to
adopt. Retail hours, also known as shopping hours, make it convenient for those reclaiming
animals, potential adopters, volunteers, and supporting agencies to visit on evenings and
weekends. Weekend hours and regular weeknight hours should be seriously considered.
Fees: Current adoption fees for the KCAS appear reasonable, assuming there is flexibility for
marketing promotions (e.g., two-for-one, black cats free, or other efforts used to encourage
adoption). However, there appears to be impoundment or quarantine fees that are redundant
and punitive. Prohibitively high fees that result in an owner not being able to redeem their lost
family member benefits no one. The family loses, and the shelter must carry the burden of
animal care irrespective of resources. Impoundment and quarantine fees need to be examined
and reduced. In addition, discretion should be given to shelter management to reduce fees,
waive fees, or institute payment plans for those who cannot afford accrued animal fees. This
permits immediate release of the animal to its owner, reduces operational cost to the shelter,
and fosters positive community relations.
Staffing: According to the policies and procedures document the Program Supervisor is
responsible for animal control and administration of shelter operations. The veterinarian is
responsible for some of the same shelter operations as well as animal health. The
responsibilities of the shelter veterinarian need to be focused on animal health and behavior,
forensics and surgery. The veterinarian must certainly contribute to policy development and
procedures for various aspects of shelter operations (e.g., sanitation, space allocation,
enrichment, etc.). However, managing, evaluating, and creating schedules for employees
diverts a highly qualified veterinarian away from direct animal care and oversight.
Consideration should be given to adding a Licensed Veterinarian Technician (LVT) to KCAS
personnel. Currently, the veterinarian must perform tasks that could be accomplished by an
LVT. Drawing blood, collecting and performing fecal examinations, skin scrapes, and general
nursing care are being performed by the veterinarian. A veterinarian could delegate these tasks
to an LVT, thus allowing the veterinarian to focus his/her energy on diagnosing, prescribing or
performing surgery. Further, surgical assistance requires medical expertise that should be
performed by an LVT. The current situation requires the shelter veterinarian to use Kennel
Technicians (trained on-site) for this purpose. With the addition of an LVT, the medical
standard of care and work productivity will improve for the veterinarian.
Use of Trustees: Several Michigan county shelters use trustees to provide shelter cleaning,
laundry and husbandry. Typically, a set number of trustees from the jail visit the shelter on a
daily basis under deputy supervision. KCAS uses work release and court ordered personnel
rather than trustees. The number of individuals that show up on any particular day from these
programs is inconsistent and unreliable. Sanitation, husbandry, and laundry must be
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performed correctly to ensure human and animal health. These tasks require consistent
attendance and trained staff. It is recommended to explore the option of using jail inmate
trustees for critical functions such as these.
SOP’s: Best Practices mandate that every shelter operation be committed to a written standard
operating procedure. SOP’s are living documents, and they should be reviewed and updated as
animal welfare research and science evolve. The current Kent County Policies and Procedures
Manual needs to be updated to reflect new intake, adoption, sanitation, behavioral, animal
control field operations and euthanasia policies and procedures.
i
ii

2015 Harris Poll
https://www.petfinder.com/pro/for-shelters/worker-safety-animal-shelter/
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Quality of Life & Pain Evaluation
Date:
Intake Date:
M / F Color:

ID #:
Weight:

Cage #:
OS / STY Breed:
_lbs Age:
S/N_________

Instructions: Quality of Life looks at the overall experience of a pet’s present existence. Pain Assessment looks
for signs of pain and suffering. Both methods should be used in order to fully evaluate a pet’s circumstances.
Pets which score 8 and for which medical intervention will not relieve the condition should be euthanized
immediately.
Walking:
8
No longer can walk
3
Walks to eat, drink, or toilet only
1
Stiff, cannot run
Additional Notes:

Arising:
8
Cannot get up without help
3
Arises slowly, is stiff
Additional Notes:

Eating & Drinking:
8
Is not eating &/or drinking
5
Losing weight &/or dehydrated
Additional Notes:

Playfulness:
3
Does not play anymore
1
Limited playfulness, reduced play interest
Additional Notes:

Toileting:
8
Urinates or defecates on self
8
Painful urination or defecation on a chronic basis
3
Cannot always hold urine or feces/has accidents
Additional Notes:

1
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Affection:
5
Shows aggression when approached (fangs, growling)
3
No longer shows affection even when petted or rubbed
1
Only shows affection when laying down
Additional Notes:
Artifical Life Prolongation Treatments/Medications(ALP):
8
Is on 3+ ALP measures
5
Is on 2 ALP measures
3
Is on 1 ALP measures
Additional Notes:
Recommendation:
Total Points
1-3
Re-assess every 90 days
4-7
Re-assess every 30 days
8+
Euthanasia recommended
Additional Notes:
Pain Assessment:
8
Cries or moans when moving or re-positioning
4
Avoids all but necessary activity such as eating or toileting
2
Cannot climb stairs or inclines
1
Stiffness
Total Points
Final Recommendation:
Adoption Room
Re-Test, why:
Euthanasia, why:

Rescue

Kept by owner

Evaluators Signature:
Date:

*Each animal is an individual and needs to be evaluated as an individual. This is a tool to assist in decision making.
Prognosis for improvement must always be taken into consideration.
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Behavior Guidelines – Classifications and Outcome Decisions
Healthy
No
behavior
problems

Treatable/
Manageable
Aggression – cat to cat

Aggression – dog to cat

Treatable/
Rehabilitatable
Aggression – food
bowl (without other
aggression
problems)
Aggression –
possessions (without
other aggression
problems)

Aggression – dog to
children

Attention seeking
behaviors

Aggression – dog to
household dog

Cat or Dog –
Incomplete
housetraining

Aggression – dog to
unknown dog
Aggression – fear of
people
Aggression - territorial
Cat –Inappropriate
elimination
Cat – Petting induced
aggression
Cat – Urine spraying
Compulsive behaviors
Eating inappropriate
objects
Neophobia
Noise phobia
Predatory behavior
(toward livestock,
squirrels, etc.

Unhealthy and Untreatable
Aggression – canine(with
physical injury to humans and
unmanageable environmental
circumstances)
Aggression – feline (with
physical injury to humans and
unmanageable environmental
circumstances)
Any problem in
treatable/manageable category
which does not respond to
treatment by a qualified
professional and significantly
decreases quality of life

Cat-play aggression
Cat – scratching
furniture
Destructive behavior
Dog - barking
Dog – Jumping up
Dog – pulls on leash
Fearful behavior
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Healthy

Treatable/
Manageable

Treatable/
Rehabilitatable

Unhealthy and Untreatable

Separation anxiety
Thunderstorm/Firework
phobia
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Decision Tree For
Owner Requested Euthanasia, Stray, Owner Surrender Animals

Quality of Life/Pain/Health
Assessment

Bite - Dunbar Level 4*
or greater

Quarantine

Emergency Vet
Care

Unhealthy
Untreatable

Treatable
Manageabl
e

Healthy

Euthanize

Euthanize

Behavior Assessment

Healthy

Adoption

Treatable
Rehabilitatable

Unhealthy
Untreatable
*
Euthanize

Rescue** or
Transfer

*Two individuals must agree on the behavior being Unhealthy/Untreatable prior to a euthanazation decision
** Degree of medical or behavior modification required
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Model Cat Surrender Questionnaire

This Model cat Surrender Questionnaire will help guide shelters in collecting information necessary
for the best care and placement of a surrendered cat. As you find additional useful questions to
include, let us know so we can share them with others: Info@michiganpetfund.org
Instructions: Please honestly and completely fill out this questionnaire. Undesirable behaviors and
medical issues do not necessarily create problems in placement, however, NOT disclosing those
problems does. Everything you can tell us about your cat will help us in placing him/her in the best
home possible for a long and happy life! Include in this section any charge that might apply and
remember to ask for an additional donation.

Your name:

Phone #:

E-mail:

Reasons for surrendering your cat:

PET INFORMATION
Cat’s name:
Male Female

Age:
Spayed/Neutered?

Breed:
Yes

No

Unknown

Where did you get the cat from?
If from a rescue or shelter, which one?
How long have you had the cat?
Is your cat an ☐ Exclusively Indoor ☐ Exclusively Outdoor ☐ Indoor/Outdoor cat.
Is the cat up to date on vaccinations? ☐ Yes ☐ No Vet Clinic Name:
Is the cat declawed? ☐ Yes ☐ No ☐ Front only ☐ Four paw declaw
Does your cat have any special needs or medical concerns? ☐ Yes ☐ No If yes, what are
they?
Is your cat on any medications? ☐ Yes ☐ No

If yes, please list:

Is your cat sensitive/have allergies to any foods? ☐ Yes ☐ No
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Model Cat Surrender Questionnaire

If yes, what foods is your cat sensitive/have allergies to, and how does the cat react to them
(vomit, skin rash, etc.) ?
Does your cat get along with other cats? ☐ Yes ☐ No ☐ Do not know
If no, what happens when with other cats?
Does your cat like dogs? ☐ Yes ☐ No ☐ Do not know
Has your cat been around children? ☐ Yes ☐ No
children?

If yes, how does the cat behave around

Would you recommend your cat be placed in a home with or without children?
Is your cat litter box trained? ☐ Yes ☐ No ☐ Sometimes
Does the cat spray in the house? ☐ Yes ☐ No
If no, or sometimes, when and where does the cat have accidents?

What type of litter do you use (clumping, sandy, newspaper, natural)?
Is your cat particular about the cleanliness or location of the litter box? ☐ Yes

☐ No

If yes, please describe:
Has your cat ever bitten a person or another animal? ☐ Yes ☐ No

☐ Person ☐ Animal

If yes, was skin broken? ☐ Yes ☐ No
What happened when the cat bit?

Has your cat ever shown any signs of aggression? ☐ Yes ☐ No
under what circumstances?

If yes, what are they and

Does your cat have any favorite toys, blankets, treats, etc? ☐ Yes ☐ No
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Model Cat Surrender Questionnaire

If yes, what are they?
Is your cat frightened of anything? (thunderstorms, fireworks, loud noises, etc.) ☐ Yes ☐ No
If yes, please list:
What does the cat do when frightened?
Please check as many of the following that describe your cat’s behavior and habits:
□ Meows a lot
□ Lap Cat
□ Hunts rodents/birds
□ Likes being groomed
□ Shy of strangers
□ Feisty & active
□ Walks on furniture

□ Uses scratch post
□ Claws/bites playfully
□ Sedate & lazy
□ Walks on a leash
□ Independent
□ Hides all the time
□ Climbs furniture

□ Scratches furniture
□ Fights with other cats
□ Playful
□ Likes being held
□ Outgoing & friendly
□ Does not like dogs
□ Does not like to be held

Please write anything else you would want us or the adopters to know about your cat?

The undersigned agrees that all of these answers are truthful and to the best of their
knowledge. The undersigned represents that s/he is the owner of the described animal and
hereby surrenders the animal to the YOUR SHELTER NAME. I also understand that all give-up
animals received are subject to humane euthanasia unless otherwise deemed adoptable by the
YOUR SHELTER NAME. I promise to hold YOUR SHELTER NAME harmless in connection with the
sale or euthanasia of said animal.
I certify that the animal has not bitten a person in the last fifteen (15) days.

Owner Signature

Owner Requests Euthanasia Signature

Date
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MODEL DOG SURRENDER QUESTIONNAIRE
This Model Dog Surrender Questionnaire will help guide shelters in collecting information
necessary for the best care and placement of a surrendered dog. As you find additional use full
questions to include let us know so we can share them with others:
info@michiganpetfund.org.
Instructions: Please honestly and completely fill out this questionnaire. Undesirable behaviors
and medical issues do not necessarily create problems in placement, however, NOT disclosing
those problems does.
Everything you can tell us about your dog will help us in placing him/her in the best home
possible for a long and happy life! Include in this section any charge that might apply and
remember to ask for an additional donation.
Your name:
Phone #:
E-mail:
Reasons you are surrendering your dog:
PET INFORMATION
Dog’s name:
Male

Female

Age:

Breed:

Spayed/Neutered Yes

Where did you obtain your dog from?

No

If rom a rescue or shelter, which one?

How long have you had the dog?
Is the dog up to date on vaccinations?

Yes

No

Name of Vet Clinic/Vet:

City

Does your dog have any special needs or medical concerns? Yes
they?

No

Is your dog on any medications (including HW & Flea preventative)? Yes
list:

If yes, what are

No

If yes, please

Is your dog sensitive/have allergies to any foods? Yes
No If yes, what foods is the dog
sensitive/ have allergies to and how does the dog react to them (vomit, skin rash, etc.)?
Does your dog get along with other dogs? Yes
when with other dogs?
Does your dog like cats? Yes

No

Has your dog been around children?

No

Do not know

If no, what happens

Do not know
Yes

No
1
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MODEL DOG SURRENDER QUESTIONNAIRE
If yes, how does the dog behave around children?
Would you recommend your dog be placed in a home with
Is your dog housetrained?

Yes

No

or without

children?

Sometimes

If no or sometimes, when and where does the dog have accidents?
If dog is not housetrained, have you spoke with a trainer about training?

Yes

No

Where is the dog left when no one is home?
How does the dog react to being left home alone?
Is the dog crate trained? Yes
No
If yes, how does the dog react to being in a crate?
How does your dog react around stranger?
Has your dog ever bitten a person or another animal? Yes
If yes, was the skin broken? Yes
No

No

Person

Animal

Please tell us what happened when the dog bit?
Has your dog ever shown any signs of aggression? Yes
If yes, what are they and under what circumstances?

No

Does your dog have any favorite toys, blankets, treats, etc? Yes
If yes, what are they?

No

Did you bring their favorite items? Yes
No
If no, would you be willing to go home and bring them back within the next 24 hours? Yes
No
Does your dog enjoy being groomed? Yes
If no, describe what does he/she do?

No

Does your dog tolerate having his/her nails trimmed? Yes
Does your dog ever get into trouble? Yes
If yes, please describe:

No

No

How do you correct/punish the dog, please describe:
2
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MODEL DOG SURRENDER QUESTIONNAIRE
Is your dog frightened of anything? (thunderstorms, fireworks, loud noises, skateboards, bikes,
etc.)
Yes
No
f yes, please list:
What does the dog do when frightened?
Has your dog been through obedience training? Yes
Does your dog know any commands/tricks? Yes
If yes, please list:
Do you take your dog for walks regularly? Yes
Does your dog walk well on a leash? Yes

No

No

No

No

Has your dog ever escaped (broke off leash/collar, imped fence, escaped back yard)?
If yes, what happened?
Is your dog a barker? Yes
No
In what situations does your dog typically bark?
Is your dog microchipped? Yes
No
If yes, is the microchipped registered to you? Yes

No

Does your dog do any of the following:
Dig holes
Get into the garbage
Chew on furniture or other household objects
Chase cares or bicycles
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MODEL DOG SURRENDER QUESTIONNAIRE
Please write anything else you would want us or the adopter to know about your dog:

The undersigned agrees that all of these answers are truthful and to the best of their
knowledge. The undersigned represents that s/he is the owner of the described dog and hereby
surrenders the animal to the NAME OF THE SHELTER. I also understand that all give-up animals
received are subject to humane euthanasia if deemed untreatable or unrehabilitatable by the
shelter staff. I promise to hold the shelter harmless in connection with the adoption or
euthanasia of the dog.
I certify that the animal has not bitten a person in the last fifteen (10) days.
Owner Signature
Date
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TRANSFER POLICY
SHELTER NAME recognizes there are times when the shelter is full, or a medical condition, behavior, or breed
specialty exists, where in the best interest of the dog or cat in SHELTER NAME’ care may receive more
appropriate care/attention and/or have a better opportunity for rehoming if the animal is transferred to
another facility/organization.
As a collaborative endeavor, SHELTER NAME commits to participate in a Transfer Partnership Program. For
assisting SHELTER NAME with this effort, SHELTER NAME will ensure, unless determined to be medically risky
by a SHELTER NAME veterinarian, that each animal to be transferred is spayed/neutered, vaccinated,
microchipped and tested for heart-worm/FEL prior to transfer.
All Transfer Partners will be requested to fill out an application and SHELTER NAME staff will determine, using
the criteria below if the organization demonstrates the professional capacity that will be of benefit to establish
partnership. If at any time an approved Transfer Partner no longer meets the criteria for which they were
approved, SHELTER NAME may remove their Transfer Partner status.
In the event that the Transfer Partner is unable financially to provide the medical or behavior attention that
any transferred animal requires, SHELTER NAME will attempt to either accept the animal back or will work
with the partner to find resources to provide the needed medical services.
Automatic Approval
1. All MDARD licensed shelters
2. All Michigan Pet Fund Alliance Certified Rescues
Approval if all conditions are met
1. Organization can verify 501 (c)(3) status
2. The number of pets listed for adoption seems reasonable for the number of animals they annually
serve.
3. The number of pets allowed by any one foster is reasonable.
4. The organization has an active website, Facebook page where their adoptable animals are promoted
beyond Petfinder or Adopt-A-Pet.
5. They have a behavior team or trainer that uses force free humane approved techniques such as
outlined by the Pet Professional Guild
6. A reference call to their veterinarian verifies they are an active client in good standing.
7. A reference call to an existing shelter they currently partner indicating they are a partner in good
standing.
8. If providing transport, must agree to Best Practices in transport – see below.

Selecting Animals for Transfer
1. All animals on intake will be assessed for health and behavior. If there are medical or behavior issues
as noted by the veterinarian, behavior/training team and/or shelter manager that requires attention
beyond the shelter’s ability at the time of intake to adequately provide, a Transfer Partner will be
solicited.
1

2. If the shelter is near or at capacity a Transfer Partner will be solicited. Priority will be given to
adoptable animals with the longest length of stay (to provide a wider audience to find a home), special
needs that might better be addressed in a home environment, or animals exhibiting shelter stress, and
to adoptable dogs that require more kennel space due to their size.
3. Prior to transfer all animals will be vaccinated, spayed/neutered, microchipped and tested for
heartworm or FEL, if approved by the veterinarian.
4. The Transfer Coordinator will collect the information on animals for transfer and will send an available
for transfer solicitation to transfer partners via the Facebook page – SHELTER NAME Transfers and email. The solicitation will include a photo of the animals, age, weight, sex, and to the extent possible
personality/characteristics.
5. Transfers will be determined on a first-come response – unless two are received at the same time in
which logistics, ability to offer the best care will be considered in the transfer selection.
6. The Transfer Coordinator will make transfer transportation arrangements.
7. The Transfer Coordinator will have either the transport group or the Transfer Partners sign the transfer
contract or adoption contract. If for some reason the animal is not vaccinated, spayed/neutered,
microchipped and tested for heartworm or FEL, this section of the contract will be marked out and
initialed.
8. The Transfer Coordinator will update the animal’s records to reflect the transfer/adoption disposition.
9. The Transfer Coordinator will update all adoption/transfer sites to remove the animal’s record as being
available and will notify all transfer partners via e-mail that the animal has been transferred and to
what shelter/group.

Selection of Partners
1. SHELTER NAME will solicit Transfer Partners in the MI-Shelter ListServ, Michigan Certified Rescues and
from recommendations of collaborators and other partners.
2. The shelter manager or Transfer Coordinator will send a PDF fillable application to potential transfer
partners with the following information:
SHELTER NAME is reaching out to organizations that might be willing to help us save lives as
Transfer Partners. As a partner, SHELTER NAME will assure to our Transfer Partners, unless
determined to be medically risky by a SHELTER NAME veterinarian, that each animal to be
transferred is spayed/neutered, vaccinated, microchipped and tested for heartworm/FEL prior
to transfer. In the event that one of our Transfer Partners is unable financially to provide the
medical attention that any transferred animal requires, SHELTER NAME will attempt to either
accept the animal back or will work with the Transfer Partner to try and find the resources to
provide the necessary medical services. If your organization is interested in such a
collaboration, please fill out the attached application and return to us. Thank you for your
consideration.
3. Michigan Licensed Shelters and Michigan Certified Rescues are automatically approved Transfer
Partners however they will be asked to fill out the application so information is on file.
4. The Transfer Coordinator will review returned applications to ensure completeness. If it is not
complete those areas of question will be noted and the Transfer Coordinator will telephone or e-mail
the submitter for the information or clarification and note it on the Transfer Partner Review Form.
2

5. Within three day of receipt of an application – the potential partner will receive an e-mail from the
Transfer Coordinator with the following message:
Thank you for your interest in becoming a SHELTER NAME Transfer Partner. We will be
reviewing your application within the week and will let you know if we have any questions.
6. The Transfer Coordinator will review the application and make the necessary telephone calls of
reference within the week of receipt of the application, fill out the Transfer Partner Review Form and
provide a recommendation to the Shelter Director for their concurrence/final decision.
7. Once the Shelter Director has indicated a final decision on the Transfer Partner Review Form, the
Adoption Coordinator will e-mail the applicant with the determination of acceptance/denial, will add
the Transfer Partner’s e-mail address to the routing and will file all associated records into the cloud.
Dear ____________
We are set to begin transferring animals to you. Your e-mail address has been added to our
transfer routing notification and our closed Facebook transfer page – SHELTER NAME
Transfers. The Facebook page has all animals available for transfer and you will be notified
when new animals are added. We greatly appreciate your partnership.
Dear _____________
At this time we are unable to approve your transfer application. Our criteria requires that
REASON. If this situation should change in the future, please let us know and we will
reconsider a partnership. Thank you for your interest in partnering.

Best Practices in Transport
1. Each animal will need to use a size-appropriate crate or canine auto safety harness, such as Bergan or
Solvit brands. Cats must use a crate or carrier.
2. All animals should be transported in the back portion of the car or van. If an airbag is deployed in the
front seat, it can crush a crate and kill an animal. Only transport an animal in the front seat if the air
bag can be reliably disabled and it is the only option.
3. Transporting animals in the back of a pickup truck or on top of a car is an inappropriate mode of travel
and does nothing to protect the animal and keep it safe.
4. Keep the leash on the animals when they are in the crate or canine auto safety harness. If the animal
bolts, you have a better chance to catch him/her. Sometimes animals get frightened, as they don't
understand what is going on and will bolt. A best practice is to get into the back of the car and close all
the doors BEFORE opening crate door or releasing a harness. Please be very careful when you open the
crate or release the animal from the harness. Be prepared.
5. When transporting in crates, line the crates with towels or some other form of crate bedding. Make
sure you have enough detail on the animal’s behavior so that you understand the appropriate type of
crate lining for each animal. For example, don’t use blankets for an animal known to shred and ingest
them.
6. When transporting multiple animals, do not use canine auto safety harnesses. Multiple animals in one
vehicle must have crates so they are separated from each other.

Advanced Safety Precautions
3

1. Put a note in your wallet (next to your driver’s license), stating the names of the animals you are
transporting, noting that they belong to and contact info for your rescue’s directors.
2. Additionally, attach a note stating this info to the crates and note that will reimburse for any and all
vetting that the animals need should they be injured in an accident.
3. The transporter can put a note on each crate or harness with the information below in case of an
emergency, such as a traffic accident while in transit:
4. Animal’s name
5. Name of shelter or Foster care parent’s name and phone number
6. Any special needs
7. Animal’s medical history/records
8. Organization and contact information
9. Current medications the animal is to receive, dosage and timing

Suggested supplies for local animal transportation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Cleaning materials: wet wipes, paper towels, disinfectant
Collars, leashes and tags
Towels or small rugs to line crates, plus extras
Several plastic bags for garbage
Waterless hand sanitizer
Ginger or gingersnaps for motion sickness
Honey or NutriCal for low blood sugar
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MODEL TRANSFER PARTNERS SOP
Transfer Partnership Application
Instructions: This application must be filled out and completed by the shelter director/manager or
president/executive director of the homebased rescue organization. Transfer partners are limited to
either a licensed shelter or a 501 (c) (3) rescue organization. Return this completed form to: email address
Include your IRS determination letter, if applicable.

Name of the person completing this application:
Title of the person completing this application:
E-mail of the person completing this application:
Phone number of the person completing this application:
Electronic Signature: I am authorized to represent this organization and answered truthfully each
question.
Yes, I agree and electronically sign.
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MODEL TRANSFER PARTNERS SOP
Shelter/Rescue Organization Information
This organization is: (check the appropriate box)

Licensed Michigan Shelter
Homebased 501 (c) (3) Rescue

Name of Organization:
EIN or Federal Tax ID Number:
Mailing Address:

City:

Zip Code:

Physical Address: (if different than Mailing Address)
Street:
Zip Code:

City:
Phone Number:
E-mail Address:
Website:
Name of individual coordinating transfers:
Phone number of transfer coordinator:
E-mail address of transfer coordinator:
Please check the animals you would accept as transfers:
Puppies

Dogs

Kittens

Cats

Other
Please list type of animal
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MODEL TRANSFER PARTNERS SOP
Additional Home-Base Rescue Organization Information
Michigan Charitable License Number:

License Expiration:

How many volunteers do you have?
How many foster homes do you have?
Do you use a written application to select your foster homes:

Yes

No

Check all the following you perform on foster care applicants:
Vet checks
Home checks
Landlord/rental checks Property ownership
Background checks Reference checks
Not applicable – do not have foster homes
Is there a limit to how many animals a person can foster at one time:
If yes, what is the limit:

Yes

No

Check all the types of housing your rescue utilizes:
Foster homes
Public boarding kennels
Private boarding kennels
Public business or store
Veterinarian Office
Other, please identify
How long do animals typically stay in foster homes before they are adopted?
Are you a breed specific rescue:
If yes, please specify breed:

Yes

Days

No

How many animals did you adopt last calendar year:
Dogs
Cats
Other, specify:
Do you have a behavior team or use a private trainer?
Yes
No
If yes, please provide the websites or other sources your behavior team/trainer uses to provide behavior
material to your adopters/fosters:
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MODEL TRANSFER PARTNERS SOP

Please provide the following information for the primary veterinarian that your rescue uses:
Name:
Address:
City:

State:

Zip Code:

Phone Number:
E-Mail:

Website:
Please provide information for another shelter that you currently collaborate with as a Transfer
Partner Name of Shelter:

Address:
City:

State:

Zip Code:

Website:

Transfer Coordinator's Name:
Transfer Coordinator's Phone Number:

Transfer Coordinator's E-mail Address:
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MODEL TRANSFER PARTNERS SOP
Transfer Contract for Shelters
Date
Animal Name

ID Number

Age
Cat

Positive

D
Negative

Heartworm/FEL results

og

Shelter

Representative

Mal
e

Female

Shelter Address

SHELTER NAME owner of the above animal, verifies that the animal is spayed/neutered, vaccinated,
microchipped and tested for heartworm/FEL.
This transfer agreement is made between SHELTER NAME (“Shelter”) and the shelter whose authorized
representative’s signature appears below (“Transfer Shelter”). Transfer Shelter hereby acknowledges
receiving custody of the animal described above (“Animal”) from SHELTER NAME on the date signed and
agrees to the following conditions of release:
1. SHELTER NAME hereby transfers ownership of and all right, title and interest to the Transfer Shelter.
2. Transfer Shelter agrees to care for this animal humanely and provide food, water and
shelter in accordance with Michigan Laws.
3. Transfer Shelter agrees that the animal will not be used for medical research or other
experimental purposes.
4. Transfer Shelter agrees to provide proper and continuing veterinary care and if required and to
abide by any city, county and state law requiring vaccines and licenses.
5. Transfer Shelter agrees to adopt this animal as a companion pet.
6. Transfer agrees to return the animal to SHELTER NAME should the Transfer Shelter find
that they cannot adequately provide any medical/behavior attention needed for said
animal.
7. Transfer shall save, defend, indemnify and hold SHELTER NAME, their officials, employees, and
agents, harmless from and against all loss, cost, liability, damage, expenses (including, without
limitations, reasonable attorneys’ fees), penalties, fines and claims whatsoever in connection
with the loss of life, personal injury and/or damage to property arising the adoption of this
animal.
8. SHELTER NAME CANNOT GUARANTEE THE HEALTH, TEMPERAMENT, OR TRAINING OF THE
ABOVE DESCRIBED ANIMAL.
I have read this section. I have had it explained to me and I completely understand and accept the
rights and obligations involved.
Signature of Authorized Transfer Shelter Rep.

Date

Witness Signature

Date
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MODEL TRANSFER PARTNERS SOP
Transfer Contract for Homebased Rescues
Date

ID Number

Animal Name

Cat
Positive

Heartworm/FEL results
Shelter

Age
Dog
Negative

Male

Female

Representative

Shelter Address
Agency

Representative

Agency Address
SHELTER NAME owner of the above animal, verifies that the animal is spayed/neutered, vaccinated
and tested for heartworm/FEL.
This adoption agreement is made between SHELTER NAME (“Shelter”) and the agency whose
authorized representative’s signature appears below (“Agency”). Agency hereby acknowledges
receiving custody of the animals described above (“Animal”) from SHELTER NAME on the date signed
and agrees to the following conditions of release:
1. Agency agrees to care for this animal humanely and provide food, water and shelter in
accordance with Michigan Laws.
2. Agency agrees that the animal will not be used for medical research or other experimental purposes.
3. Agency agrees to provide proper and continuing veterinary care and if required and to abide by
any city, county and state law requiring vaccines and licenses.
4. Agency agrees to adopt this animal as a companion pet.
5. Agency agrees to return the animal to SHELTER NAME should further fostering and/or adoption is
no longer an option for said animal.
6. Agency shall save, defend, indemnify and hold SHELTER NAME, their officials, employees, and
agents, harmless from and against all loss, cost, liability, damage, expenses (including, without
limitations, reasonable attorneys’ fees), penalties, fines and claims whatsoever in connection with
the loss of life, personal injury and/or damage to property arising the adoption of this animal.
7. SHELTER NAME CANNOT GUARANTEE THE HEALTH, TEMPERAMENT, OR TRAINING OF THE ABOVE
DESCRIBED ANIMAL.
I have read this section. I have had it explained to me and I completely understand and accept the
rights and obligations involved.
Signature of Authorized Agency Representative
Date Witness Signature
Date
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MODEL TRANSFER PARTNERS SOP
Transfer Partner Application Review Form
Date Application Received:
Date and person sending e-mail confirming receipt of application:
Name of Transfer Partner:
Automatically Approved:

Yes

No

Application is:
Complete
Missing Information

Missing Information includes:

Date contacted
Is the following criteria met?
501 (c)(3) status and Determination Letter?

Yes

No

Number of pets per foster reasonable?

Yes

No

List animals for adoption reasonable for intake/foster homes?

Yes

No

Adoptable listed on Petfinder or Adopt-A-Pet?

Yes

No

Facebook or website listing of adoptable?

Yes

No

If they have a behavior team/trainer – do they meet humane standards?

Yes

No

Vet reference found the organization in good standing?

Yes

No

Shelter reference found the organization in good standing?

Yes

No

Notes:
Reviewer’s Recommendation
Reason for Disapproval

Approve

Disapprove

Shelter Managers Decision

Approve

Disapprove

Approval Date
10
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General Overview
Operating under the auspices of the Kent County Health Department, the Kent County Animal
Shelter (KCAS) is the central animal services agency for the county, providing both animal care
and control services to a population of 648,000 citizens. Although KCAS has a history of
collaboration with several nonprofit animal service agencies including the Humane Society of
West Michigan and a handful of rescue organization, KCAS is the sole municipal facility for the
county. Covering a geographical area of 880 square-miles, most animal control functions occur
in high-density corridors of Grand Rapids, or approximately one-quarter of the total area.

With total intake of 2,070 dogs and 1,569 cats in 2017, the shelter realized a 61% live release
rate, an eight percent increase from 2016. The shelter houses pets in a newly constructed
facility built in 2009 and has an operating budget of $2.3 million funded from a combination of
services and fees and the Kent County general fund.
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Kent County Animal Shelter 9 Year Statistical History
2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Cat
Intake
RTO
Adopted
Transferred
Euthanized
ORD * not in totals

4932
30
188
540
4117
NA

3818
36
134
637
3000
NA

3789
25
176
591
2952
NA

3655
44
318
619
2455
NA

3649
49
397
669
2232
*

3005
24
566
413
1896
*

2908
61
579
415
1794
303
2605

1950
61
451
408
1109
*

1569
29
361
551
679
*

Dog
Intake
RTO
Adopted
Transferred
Euthanized
ORD * not in totals

3465
720
494
190
1998
NA

3023
643
418
211
1722
NA

3216
603
359
179
2026
NA

3083
580
431
159
1633
NA

2978
575
455
127
1405
*

2590
638
442
149
1189
*

2456
583
500
139
1249
350
2106

2029
569
579
103
781
*

2070
649
560
131
758
*

Adjusted Intake
RTO
Adopted
Transferred
Euthanized

2009
8397
750
682
730
6115

2010
6841
679
552
848
4722

2011
7005
628
535
770
4978

2012
6738
624
749
778
4088

2013
6627
624
852
796
3637

2014
5595
662
1008
562
3085

2015
4711
644
718
554
3043

2016
3979
630
1030
511
1890

2017
3639
678
921
682
1437

Adopted
Euthanized

2009
682
6115

2010
552
4722

2011
535
4978

2012
749
4088

2013
852
3637

2014
1008
3085

2015
718
3043

2016
1030
1890

2017
921
1437

Total

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Kent County
Live Release
Rate

26%

31%

28%

34%

38%

42%

39%

53%

61%

All Michigan
Shelters Live
Release Rate

48%

53%

53%

64%

72%

71%

80%

85%

88%
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Dog Enrichment Log Sheet
DATE
Meal in Kong/Feeder ball
Auditory Stimulation
Soft music/Audiobooks
Olfactory Stimulation
Essential oils spray/herbs
Tracking Game
Find It Game
Exercise
On-leash walks
Aerobic (running)
fetch
chase games
agility
recall games
Social Contact (human)
sit quietly
petting/brushing
massaging
Social (with other dogs)
play group
walks with other dogs
Training
basic commands
tricks
impulse control

Mon

Tues

Wed

Thurs

Fri

Sat

Sun

Cat Enrichment Log Sheet
DATE
Food/treats in feeder ball
Auditory Stimulation
Radio - soothing music/audiobooks
Bird song CD
Olfactory Stimulation
feline friendly herbs/oils
Catnip - pinch
Visual Stimulation
perpetual motion toy
fishing pole toy
Aquarium
bird feeder outside
Taste Stimulation
Treat dispensing toys
novel food treat
Play Stimulation
any form of play
Social Contact (human)
petting/brushing
sit quietly

Mon

Tues

Wed

Thurs

Fri

Sat

Sun

Side 1

Side 2

Found Dog

To reclaim your lost pet,
please visit between

Detroit Animal Care & Control
found a dog near this location.

10:30am - 3:30pm
7 days a week

Date:

Time:

Address or Cross Streets:

Circle one:

Male

Female

Coloring:

7401 Chrysler Dr.
Detroit, MI 48211
313-224-6356
Strays are only held for 7 days.

Physical Features:

Please see back for instructions
on how to reclaim your lost pet.

Red lines indicate trim and cut-outs
Blue indicates bleed

ADOPTION
POLICY
Model comprehensive adoption program is based on the following:
Our Philosophy
 Every animal deserves a loving, responsible home
 Animals don’t discriminate based on superficial characteristics or eccentric, but
harmless, behavior/personalities and neither should we
 Loving and responsible pet owners are made, not born
 Given the right information in the right way, most people can become good pet owners
 Every potential adoption is unique and deserves a chance to be successful
 Look for reasons to adopt, not to deny
 Education is an effective tool for change, judgment and criticism are not
 “Honesty is the best policy” when deterring an adopter from an animal that is not a
good match with adopters current physical or emotional capacity, financial resources or
living situation
 Financial security is not a permanent trait, and often fluctuates over a person’s lifetime
Goals











Place all Healthy and Treatablei companion animals into homes where they will receive
good life-long care by a responsible adopter able to develop a strong emotional bond
with their animal.
Assist prospective adopters with the selection of a pet that will be most compatible with
their lifestyle.
Help instill in our adopters the commitment, compassion, and capability to maintain a
permanent, lifelong bond with their animal companions.
Build a relationship with prospective and current adopters to offer guidance and
support as needed.
Have a system in place for the safe, judgment free, return of an animal.
Create an adoption process that is smooth, efficient, purposeful and free from
unnecessary steps and “red tape”, and effectively attends to different volumes of
animal intake animal length of stay and undue wait times for adopters.
Institute a conversation style process with potential adopters to best understand a pet
that best matches their life style and companion needs/desires.
Process adoption applications within 24 hours of receipt.

Approach
Education and Support - every interaction with the public is considered an educational
opportunity. Education and advice should be kind, helpful, clear, and tailored to the individual
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ADOPTION
POLICY
circumstance and free from lectures, harsh criticisms or judgments, and political “soap boxes”.
Flexibility - we strive for the most positive solution in any situation using our policies and
guidelines.
Commitment to Excellence – we are always evaluating our policies and guidelines, and adapting
them as necessary in response to internally and externally generated feedback. Commitment to
Superior Customer Service – we seek to always provide superior customer service and creating
a pleasant and welcoming environment.
Transparency – we communicate our goals and practices with honesty and openness.
Positive Regard – we generally regard the public as generally truthful and sincere in their
attempt to add an animal to their household, using our expertise and experience to identify and
respond appropriately to “red flags”.
Judgment-Free Returns – Sometimes life just doesn’t go the way we expect or plan, we
encourage adopters who no longer want to or are able to care for their animals to return them
to SHELTER NAME.
Minds Engaged – Staff use their experience, expertise, wisdom and logic guided by SHELTER
NAME policies and guidelines to make good decisions.
Openness of adopters – staff expertise and education should be a step in the process that
adopters are also willing to take. Adopters who are closed to humane practices are not ideal
candidates for adoption.
Balanced Decision-Making - Ensure a balance of objective decision making and subjective
discretion based on experiences with individual animal’s needs, using the adoption guidelines
to steer decisions.
Seeing as an Individual – Although species and breed matter significantly, every animal at
SHELTER NAME is respected and treated as an individual, as is every adopter -- all relevant and
unique needs, wants, capabilities should be taken into consideration.
SHELTER NAME Adoption Philosophy is an approach that enables adopters to learn what is
necessary for a placement that will be beneficial for both human(s) and animals. Community
members come to SHELTER NAME to acquire a new companion and to help save a life. We
strive to match them with the most compatible animal for their lifestyle and where a close
bond is most likely to develop and responsible care will be provided. If a person appears to be
committed and caring, but simply lacks the environment, education or resources to adequately
care for a specific animal, every effort should be made to help him/her find an animal that
better suits his/her circumstances. There are situations where the adopter or the animal’s best
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ADOPTION
POLICY
interest would not be served by an adoption. Unfortunately, not all people offer responsible,
caring home for any kind of animal at SHELTER NAME, and some must be politely denied
adoption or guided to a better match.
Our Adoption Philosophy focuses on education over judgment. All placements are a risk
analysis. We consider these factors when assessing adoption placements:
Applicants for adoption










Be at least twenty-one (21) years of age, exception can be made for the ages 18-20 with
supervisor oversight and approval.
Complete the SHELTER NAME Adoption application.
Be expected to provide good and stable life-long care, including (but not limited to)
food, water, shelter, regular and emergency veterinary care, appropriate exercise and
companionship (dogs can be adopted as guard dogs, but their primary role must be as
companion, same as cats as “mousers”).
Not be under the influence of drugs or alcohol.
Not have an outstanding account balance at SHELTER NAME clinic, unless waived by the
shelter manager.
Not have any previous history of family violence or animal abuse, cruelty, or neglect.
This may include repeatedly losing, giving away, selling or having animals injured or
killed by moving vehicles, as this is a demonstration of lack of commitment, personal
stability and/or responsibility needed to adequately care for a dependent.
Not intend to use an animal for breeding or fighting.

Applicant Background




Some applicants for adoption are more challenging to coordinate – all efforts are to be
made to accommodate special personalities and physical or mental impairments as long
as other expectations of animal care and potential for bonding are met.
Social media sites should not be looked at to research applicants as a standard practice
but may be used as a tool when serious concerns arise.

Sterilization and rabies vaccines of adopted animals




All cats, dogs, ferrets and rabbits adopted from SHELTER NAME must be sterilized unless
it is determined by the shelter veterinarian that the animal is too sick or fragile to
sterilize which would be indicated in the medical history.
All adopters taking home non-sterilized animals must sign a spay/neuter contract and
pay a contract fee according to the Sterilization Contract.
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All adopted dogs and cats 4 months and older must receive a rabies vaccine prior to
going home. Animals under 4 months are given a rabies coupon entitling the adopter to
a reduced rate rabies vaccination at the SHELTER NAME clinic.

Housing



Potential adopters who live in residences where pets are not allowed or welcome (by
landlord, parent, spouse, or roommate) will not be allowed to adopt.
All animals adopted to a rental or other multiple house communicates must be kept in
accordance with the residence’s rules of pet ownership. It is the responsibility of the
adopter to research this and take on that responsibility. SHELTER NAME does not
perform landlord checks as a standard practice but may do so with manager approval
when warranted by extra concern.

Cosmetic Procedures


Applicants intending to have cosmetic surgeries or procedures, such as tail docking, ear
cropping, etc. performed on an animal will not be allowed to adopt, as these are painful
surgeries considered inhumane and unnecessary.

Transfers


SHELTER NAME will only allow adoption transfers to rescue groups that have been
evaluated and found to be in compliance with SHELTER NAME policies and standards –
see Transfer Partners SOP.

Children and Household






Families with children who are interested in adoption, especially puppies and/or kittens,
shall receive additional counseling as the special needs and concerns.
SHELTER NAME staff should suggest an interaction for families with children and the
respective animal to ensure the match will be a good one.
Behavior and supervision of younger children is a factor in determining if the particular
animal is a good fit for the home. The animal’s level of fearfulness, comfort, physical
heartiness and ability to calm quickly should be taken into consideration.
Child restrictions placed by the behavior team on animals are generally flexible unless
specifically restricted by additional information on the animal’s record. Child
restrictions usually involve suggestions due to the activity level or lack of manners an
animal might have, meaning a child could get scratched or knocked over in daily
activities/play. Adopters should be counseled on the behavior and directed towards an
animal without this complication, but if the adopter is committed and appears able to
manage this situation it will not be a denial.
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Expecting families will require similar children and household counseling as families with
children.

Joint/Co-Op Housing




An individual living in a household of more than four (4) unrelated adults may be eligible
to adopt. Decisions are made on a case by case basis considering whether the
caretakers are always present to care for the physical and emotional needs of the
animals; animals have their own appropriate living space; and there is a primary
caretaker who has agreed to take future responsibility of the animal. Considerations
include:
o Living Space
o # of People living where and when
o Primary Caretaker
o Long-term plans of group
It is generally recommended that all adults in an adopting household participate in the
adoption screening selection of the animal, and adoption counseling process.

Current/Previous Animals










All existing animals at the applicant’s residence should be receiving proper veterinary
care to address illness and injury and prevent parasitic and contagious disease. While
vaccination are an important part of preventing illness, people who choose not to follow
AVMA guidelines for vaccination out of health or safety concerns should not be denied
an adoption or lectured, but referred to their own veterinarian for additional advice.
Further inquiry into veterinary care of a current animal should only be done when
concerns are present.
If an adopter indicates they cannot afford any emergency care for their pets or had
animals die or surrendered from lack of care – this may be a denial depending on the
severity of the situation. If a historical event, change of financial means or life
circumstances or matured judgement, all should be taken into consideration.
An applicant who has lost a companion animal must have attempted to locate him or
her for a reasonable length of time before adopting another. Additionally, the applicant
must be willing to keep both animals if the lost pet is found.
People go through intake to surrender a pet (other than an adoption return) and then
proceed to the shelter in order to immediately adopt another animal will be denied with
explanation and counseling.
Applicants with an un-sterilized animal at home will be reviewed on a case by case basis
with stricter assessment based on the potential for behavioral problems. Education and
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help with spay/neuter is important, but not a reason to deny an adoption since sterilized
animals cannot mate. It is not SHELTER NAME responsibility to punish people who do
not live according to the standards of animal welfare in which we in the field are
accustomed, but to provide education to create a more compassionate and
responsibility community. Persons with an un-sterilized animal at home can only adopt
animals sterilized prior to release from SHELTER NAME.
SHELTER NAME does not prohibit multiple species adoption into one home at a time, as
long as all other aspects of the process are managed under these guidelines and within
the adopter’s ability to manage.

Outdoor/Chaining - Dogs





SHELTER NAME adopts dogs as companion animals who enjoy the outdoors but
primarily live with their human companions.
Applicants intending to permanently chain or kennel a dog, force the dog to live mainly
in the yard, garage or other outdoor structure without human companionship or allow
the dog to free-roam; will not be approved for adoption.
Fenced yards or exercise pens for dogs are generally not required, except in the
consideration of the adopter’s ability to provide appropriate exercise or confinement
based on the need of the particular dog.

Outdoor/Indoor – Cats






Kittens, under the age of one year, should not be adopted into a situation where they
will be allowed to roam freely outdoors as they have a much greater likelihood of
getting hurt or lost.
Adult cats not eligible for indoor/outdoor placement are the exception, not the rule and
will be noted on the cat’s record by staff assessing the cat or the veterinarian.
Indoor/Outdoor does not mean a Barn adoption.
Feral cat colony located on a property is generally not a concern if the caretaker has
spayed/neutered the colony members and provides food and shelter.

Declawing


All cats have a natural need to scratch and should be provided with a scratching post or
other alternative to prevent damage to household furnishings. Because declawing is a
painful elective surgery that often causes long-term medical and behavioral
complication for the life of a cat, SHELTER NAME is against this procedure. We provide
our adopters education and assistance about managing scratching through pre-adoption
counseling in the Adoption Meeting and post-adoption support follow-up telephone
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call. Adopters can safely return any cat they cannot manage, especially cat’s scratching
through methods other than declawing.
Adopters intending to declaw will be educated on the concerns related to declawing and
directed to cats that may be in the care of SHELTER NAME or another shelter. If
undeterred, the adoption should be denied.

FIV Positive




Cats can be adopted into a home with a non FIV positive cat.
It is encouraged that FIV positive cats are kept indoors.
Adopters must be given information on FIV at the time of adoption.

Allergies


It is best to place animals in homes where none of the family members have serious
allergies. However, some allergies are mild and/or manageable and adopters willing to
take the risk and manage the situation should be approved. If the family member with
the allergies is not present it may be a good idea to have them meet the animal, with
the awareness that the allergens at SHELTER NAME may be much higher than in a home
setting.

Denials – Automatic





People investigated and/or prosecuted for animal cruelty will be put on the DO NOT
ADOPT (DNA) list by SHELTER NAME staff and can only be approved for adoption by the
shelter manager.
Puppies will not be adopted to homes where they will be left unsupervised for an
extended period of time.
Individuals currently receiving food or free veterinary services from SHELTER NAME are
automatically placed on the DNA list. However if life circumstances change and they
have been out of the food or free veterinary services programs for at least six months
then they can be removed from the DNA list and reviewed for adoption matching.

SHELTER NAME reserves the right to refuse any adoption to any person.

i

Asolimar Accords
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Euthanasia
Owner Request Authorization
We at the Name of Shelter are sorry for the pending loss of your pet, and we are grateful that
we can assist you in this difficult time. Name of Shelter will take the utmost care in performing
humane euthanasia for your animal. Only a certified technician will perform this action. As
part of this service, upon completion of the euthanasia process, your animal will be cremated.
If you have any questions at any point during the process, please feel free to ask. We want you
to be comfortable with this difficult decision. Please read and initial the statements below, fill
in the reason for euthanasia, and sign and date at the bottom to authorize the staff of Name of
Shelter to euthanize this animal.
Animal Name
Age

Male

Female

Cat

Dog

Small (>20 lbs)

Med. (20 – 45 lbs)

Large (< 45 lbs)

Waiver of Ownership Rights
I am leaving an animal at the Name of Shelter.
By initialing and signing this form I am affirming the following:
I certify that I am the legal owner or the duly authorized agent for the owner of this
animal, and do hereby give Name of Shelter full and complete authority to euthanize
and dispose of said animal in a humane manner. _____
I understand that my wishes may be carried out immediately upon my signing this
agreement. _____
To the best of my knowledge, the animal described above has not bitten, scratched, or
otherwise potentially exposed any person or other animals to rabies in the past ten
days. _____
Reason for Euthanasia

I have read and understand this authorization. To the best of my knowledge, the information I
have provided is true.
Signature

Date

Owner Driver’s License/photo ID#
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Euthanasia – Owner Request
Policy & Criteria for Approval
Policy: NAME OF SHELTER recognizes that many residents within NAME OF COMMUNITY and
surrounding communities cannot afford private sector options for their animal which may be
seriously ill, suffering, or exhibiting behavior that is dangerous to the public. As a service to
these individuals, NAME OF SHELTER provides no cost euthanasia services. It is important to
note that this service is for the true meaning of euthanasia: A final act of kindness that is
shown the animal intentionally ending a life in order to relieve pain and suffering. Animals that
are dangerous to the public and must be kept in confined spaces, constantly muzzled, and
without a good quality of life to keep the public safe is considered to be suffering.
It is the policy of NAME OF SHELTER that animals be handled with respect and sensitivity and
protected from stress, fear, discomfort, and pain. Every effort should be made to reassure and
console the owner.
The reason why the owner is requesting euthanasia is very important. If it is for medical
reasons, the condition of the animal will help staff to avoid hurting the animal during handling
and to understand any effect the condition may have on the animal during the euthanasia
process. It is equally important to know if the reason for euthanasia is behavior, one of the
common problems is aggression. Staff should inquire into the circumstances under which the
animal exhibits aggressive behavior to protect the staff during the process.
It should be noted that the law requires written reports, 10-day quarantine or euthanasia, with
laboratory testing of animals that bite, to determine if rabies is of concern. NAME OF SHELTER
will abide by the law and will not euthanize an animal which has bitten within the 10-day
quarantine period.
There may be occasions when an owner requests euthanasia for a pet and NAME OF SHELTER
staff feels that the animal is adoptable. The intake employee, with the possible assistance of
management, shall discuss this with the owner. NAME OF SHELTER always retains the right to
refuse to perform euthanasia on an animal. NAME OF SHELTER will not perform an Owner
Requested Euthanasia on a healthyi or treatableii animal for which there is low-cost treatment
available for an owner. Nor will NAME OF SHELTER perform an Owner Request Euthanasia if
the ownership of the animal is in question.
Euthanasia with private cremation may be offered to the public for a charge which is annually
set by the Board of Commissioners and only if staffing is such that care for the animals in the
shelter is not diminished.
Process:
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Euthanasia – Owner Request
Policy & Criteria for Approval
1. Intake – The Owner Request Euthanasia form must be completed for animals of owners
requesting euthanasia. It is important for staff to ascertain whether the individual is the
legal owner. Contacting the owner’s veterinarian, if there is one, or confirming
ownership through photos is a practical approach if there are questions. Staff should
photocopy some form of photo identification, preferably a driver’s license. If the person
is not the owner, staff must call the owner for his or her consent and seek secondary
confirmation by another NAME OF SHELTER employee.
2. If the animal has bitten a person which has broken the skin within the last 10 days, the
owner will be instructed by NAME OF SHELTER staff the animal needs to be
quarantined. NAME OF SHELTER is the recognized public agency responsible for public
safety and will prepare a bite report and follow all legal protocols.
3. If the euthanasia is with a private cremation, appropriate fees should be collected and
receipted when the Owner Request Euthanasia form is completed.
4. The animal should be euthanized as soon as the Certified Euthanasia Technician is
available so as to not cause the animal undue stress.
5. Two staff persons should be present euthanizing any animal – see Euthanasia Protocol.
The comforting staff should be provided the animal’s name.
6. If the owner has requested time with the animal after euthanasia, before the owner is
taken into the room:
a. staff should inform the owner that some movement of the body can occur after
death and that it is normal and to be expected, but that the animal is no longer
alive,
b. staff should quickly and quietly secure syringes, needles and drugs out of the
sight of the owner,
c. staff should arrange the body nicely; clean up any blood or excrement; cover the
body, if necessary, leaving just the head out and tidy the room,
d. a box of tissue should be available in the room
7. Staff should lead the owner into the room and wait outside the door until they are
finished to lead them back to the lobby.
8. Instructions need to be included for step-by-step process to enter into and receipting
for shelter management software.
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Euthanasia – Owner Request
Policy & Criteria for Approval
9. In private cremations, the animal’s body will be ID tagged and prepared for the
cremation process – see Cremation Protocol.
i
ii

Asilomar Definition
Asilomar Definition
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Shelter Disinfectant Quick Reference
Disinfectant

Accelerated
Hydrogen
Peroxide

Potassium
Peroxymonosulfate

Quaternary
Ammonium
Compounds

Calcium
Hypochlorite

(Quats)

Regular
Household
Bleach*
(Sodium Hypochlorite)

Effective against
non-enveloped
viruses?

Yes, dilute 1:32

Yes at 1%

Not according
to independent
published research

Yes

Yes, dilute 1:32
(1/2 cup per gallon)

Effective against
ringworm following
effective precleaning?

Yes, dilute 1:16

Yes at 2%

Yes, if labeled
fungicidal against
Trichophyton spp.

Not according
to independent
published research

Yes, dilute 1:32
(1/2 cup per gallon)

Inactivated by
organic material?

Minimal

Slightly; less
inactivation than
bleach or quats

Mildly inactivated

Yes

Yes

Requires cleaning
as separate step?

Some detergent
activity, but cleaning
beforehand
recommended for
heavily soiled surfaces

Some detergent
activity, but cleaning
beforehand
recommended for
heavily soiled surfaces

Variable detergent
activity, requires
some cleaning
beforehand

No detergent activity,
always requires
extensive cleaning
beforehand

No detergent activity,
always requires
extensive cleaning
beforehand

Stability when
diluted

90 days

7 days

Varies

24 hours

24 hours

Recommended
contact time

10 minutes for 1:32
dilution
5 minutes for 1:16
dilution

10 minutes

10 minutes

10 minutes

10 minutes

Rinse required?**

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

* Regular household bleach is most commonly 5.25%, however always check the concentration of the bleach product you are using and prepare
dilutions accordingly; use our interactive Bleach Dilution Calculator for finding the proper bleach to water ratio for disinfecting.
** To remove any residual disinfectant, rinsing housing areas and food/water dishes is always recommended regardless of which product is used.

